Step 1: Constructing a database by integrating various datasets obtained by observation into those with a unified gridded data format;
Step 2: Choosing any two geophysical measures and comparing between them;
Step 3: Calculating any statistical index clearly characterizing the spatiotemporal relationships between the selected two measures for respective inland regions;
Step 4: Statistically evaluating the relationships between the temporal changes in the statistical index defined in step 3 and each earthquake occurrence using any evaluation function. (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956 ) within 30 km search radius, (d) the number of earthquakes within 30 km search radius, (e) lower limit of earthquake distribution (D90) (f) gravity anomaly roughness (Kudo et al., 2004) , and (g) long wavelength component (῍100 km) of geothermal gradient (Tanaka et al., 2004) , respectively, over the Japanese islands. (Fig. 5(c) ).
(2) R1 ῤ̮Ῐ`̳`ῲQQ̳ Mean῍R1 ̮ R2 ῤ̮ Ῐ`̳`ῲQQ̳ Mean῍R2 ῤ ῝̯Ῡ̰̳Q῝̯̲ Qῤ̲Q ῒῩ̰̳Q῝̯Qῥ̲Qΐ (Fig. 5(e) ).
Q῏ῠῘ῝̯Qῴῦ̳Qῠ`̮ῌ ῚῥῬ̮ΰῬ῝̮
QQ̮QῲQQ῞`ῚῡῤῬ΅ῌ QQ̮QQQQῥῖQ The corresponding lower panel denotes another statistical index which indicates the ratio between the averaged parameters over the two regions. The panels of (b) to (e) correspond to the physical parameters of dilatation rate, maximum shear strain rate, seismic energy, and the number of earthquakes. Vertical red lines and grey patches in panels (b) to (e) is the same as in Fig. 4 .
